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MINIATURE HOOKED SOCK PATTERN 

MATERIALS REQUIRED: 

● 4 ply sock yarn  

● 3 mm hook  

● several stitch markers (recommended, but 

optional) 

● Yarn needle 

 

KEY FOR STITCH ABBREVIATIONS:  

● sc – single crochet  

● sl – slip stitch 

● pm – place marker  

 

GAUGE:  unimportant, but you may adjust your 

tension by going up a hook size if needed.  

 

THROUGHOUT: 

● Ch 1 at the beginning of a round does not 

count as a stitch 

 

PATTERN NOTES: 

This design is made toe-up.  It is worked in the round with the right side facing at all times until you begin 

working the heel. The heel is completed using short rows, for which you crochet to the end of a row and 

then turn to return. Once the heel is complete, you will continue to work the leg and cuff in the round 

with the right side facing.  

 

TOE:   

Chain 2 

Round 1: sc in the 2nd back bump from hook four 

times. Do not join. Pm in first sc made. 

(Recommended to assist in counting your rounds.) 4 

stitches 

Round 2: (increase round) Working in the round, 2 

sc in first stitch. Reposition your marker in the first 

sc. 2 sc in each of the next 3 sc. 8 stitches 

Round 3: (increase round) 2 sc in first stitch. 

Reposition your marker in the first sc. [1 sc , 2 sc] 

over the next 6 sc. 1 sc in the last stitch. 12 stitches 

Photo 1: Finished toe 
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Round 4: (increase round) 2 sc in first stitch. Reposition 

your marker in the first sc. [1 sc , 1 sc, 2 sc] over the next  6 sc. 1 sc in each of the last 2 stitch. 16 stitches 

  
           

FOOT:   

   Round 1: [sc1]. Reposition marker. [sc1] across.  

   Repeat Round 1  7 more times. 

HEEL: (using sc)  

Bottom part of the heel: 

Starting on a side, we will now be working in “short 

rows”. 

Round 1: sc in each sc stitch across until you have a 

total of 7 stitches.  Pm in last unworked stitch. Turn.  

(7 stitches made + 1 unworked sc = 8 heel stitches) 

(Note: This will leave 8 for the inseam or front of your 

foot.)  

Round 2: Ch 1.  sc in each sc stitch across, leaving the 

last sc stitch unworked. Pm unworked stitch. Turn. (6 

stitches.)  

NOTE: Each round will leave on unworked sc at the end and have one sc less than the previous one.  

Repeat Round 2 until you have 4 stitches remaining. You should be on the wrong side of your work 

before you turn. 

                                
Back part of heel: 

Turn. 

Round 1: sc in each sc to end. 4 sc.  Work 1 sc into the unworked sc of the row below. Then, sl into the 

unworked sc of the next row below. pm in the slip stitch (optional, but recommended). Turn. 5 

stitches (sl donot count as stitches.) 

Photo 2: Completed foot with markers for first and last 
heel stitches. 
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                Photo 4 Skip the sl and ch 1 

   

 

Round 2: Skipping the sl (they do not count as stitches), work 1 sc into every stitch across. Then, work 1 

sc into the unworked sc of the row below. Finally, sl into the unworked sc of the next row below.  Pm in 

the slip stitch (optional, but recommended). Turn. 6 stitches 

Repeat Round  2 two more times. Your sl should have been made into an inseam stitch (the front of your 

foot) on both sides.  

You should have 8 stitches forming the heel.  

Your next stitch should be at an inseam stitch that you slip stitched into on an earlier round.  

 
Photo 5 Finished heel     

 

 

Photo 3 Sc in the row below. 
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LEG: 

After finishing the heel, you should have a total 

stitch count of 16 stitches.  

Round 1: Sc in the first stitch of the instep (in the 

same stitch with the sl stitch from your heel. pm 

this first stitch to mark the beginning of a round. Sc 

across.  

Repeat Round 2 another 7 times or until desired 

length. 

 

CUFF:  Optional 

Crochet ribbed cuff through the back loop: 

Round 1: Ch 4, sc in second chain from hook and 

each chain stitch down to last stitch. Insert your hook into the the last ch, yarn over and pull up a loop. 

With two loops on the hook, insert the hook into both loops of the sc that is directly below (of the leg), 

yarn over and pull up a loop, yarn over and pull through all loops. Sl into the next sc on the leg. Turn. 3 

sts. 

Round 2: Skipping sl, sc in back loop of each sc up the cuff until you reach the next to last sc. Sc into 

both loops of the last sc.  Ch 1 and turn. 3 sts 

Round 3: Skipping the ch1, sc in the back loop of each sc down to last stitch. Insert your hook into the 

back loop of the last sc (Careful, this one can be hard to find!), yarn over and pull up a loop. With two 

loops on the hook, insert the hook into both loops of the next available sc that is directly below (of the 

leg), yarn over and pull up a loop, yarn over and pull through all loops. Sl into the next sc on the leg. Ch 

1, turn. 

Repeat rounds 2 and 3 around the leg, ending in a round 3. 

Fold cuff with right sides together and whip stitch to join. Cut yarn leaving a 3 in tail and weave in end. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
This pattern was tested several times before publishing to try different options.  Feel free to make 

changes and have fun! 
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